PNEUMATIC NIGHTMARE...

• NO FLATS
• REDUCED DOWNTIME
• FEWER HEADACHES

THE INDESTRUCTIBLES™
These Tires are a Farmer’s Dream Come True!

NEW HOLLAND AGRICULTURE

PNEUMATIC NIGHTMARE...

...SOLID FLEX SOLUTION!

Hear what customers are saying about Solid Flex tires.

“I’ve got hardly any wear and I’ve had these almost 9 months. Before the Solid Flex, we were going through 4 sets of Pneumatic tires a year.”
— Satisfied Customer

“I like these tires so much I just bought another set from my dealer last week.”
— Satisfied Customer

“I will never go back to pneumatic tires. I am estimating I will get three times the wear with these Solid Flex tires compared to the pneumatic tires I used before.”
— Satisfied Customer

“Before Solid Flex we would keep 2 spares just to make sure we had one on hand to swap out at 2:00 in the morning.”
— Satisfied Customer
Brawler Solid Flex Tires Achieve Maximum Uptime!

New World Dairy
Newfoundland, The Netherlands.
Owners: Brent & Sherry Chaffey

“I’m running these skid steer machines 1500 hours a year, and before the solid flex tires, I was wearing out tires and replacing them at least three times a year. I had flats, tire problems constantly which resulted in downtime and expense after expense after expense. I can’t even estimate the amount of time and money I spent in repairing tires, rims, etc. You see, in our barns we have lots of concrete curbs. When our old tires hit the curb, the beads on the tires took a beating, eventually leaving the rim exposed to get damaged....

...Rims get dented, lose air, tire goes flat. In our older facility, the rebar would catch the exposed rim and before you knew it, the rebar caught the rim and we had a $200 expense. I love these solid flex tires and I tell my friends they are crazy if they don’t buy them for their skid steer machines.”

~ Brent Chaffey

Use and Wear
- Avg. Hours Skid Steer Works/Year 4 hrs per day/365 days a year - 1500 hours
- Operation manages 1,000 head of cattle.
- Skid Steers used: New Holland
- Tires used before switching to Solid Flex: Regular Pneumatic
- Operating Costs - Tire rim and repairs estimated at $200.00 per repair.
- Average number of tire sets used per year, per machine prior to Solid Flex: 3 Sets per Year (15 sets total).

Bent Rims
What’s the Story?

When we tell you not to worry about rim damage, it’s not because Solid Flex rims cannot be bent. It’s because you won’t lose the bead that holds the air in the tire. That’s because there’s no air to lose.

Solid Flex tires are bonded to the rim. The tires themselves are solid. The holes in the sidewall gives your machine the feel of being on pneumatic tires. Therefore, hitting curbs in a free stall barn, or picking up nails from the yard simply does not matter. Your Solid Flex tires will perform as expected.

So, what are your waiting for? Wake up from your pneumatic nightmare. Sleep peacefully knowing that you don’t have a flat tire to fix in the morning because you have Solid Flex tires!

Remember!
These tires fit ALL makes and models of skid steers.
Square Deal Dairy
Randolph, Minnesota
Owner: Blake Otte

“Every dairy farmer that milks cows in a free stall barn should have Solid Flex tires. They will eliminate ALL THEIR FLAT TIRE PROBLEMS.

I can’t believe how well these tires work! They are a tire that every dairy farmer should have. There’s no maintenance at all!”

We were going through 2 1/2 sets a year when we used pneumatic tires and that doesn’t count the $2500 a year in flat tire and rim expense! This is definitely going to be the lowest cost per hour product we have ever used.”

~ Blake Otte

Wimson Farms
Williamson, New York
Owners: Richard Eaton & David DeGroote

“We really like these Solid Flex tires in our operation. We love the wear we are getting. I’ve got hardly any wear and I’ve had these almost 9 months! Before the solid flex, we were going through four sets of pneumatic tires a year. The worse thing in the world before Solid Flex, was getting up in the morning and having a flat tire to fix and if that wasn’t bad enough, there were times at night when the night shift guy would call telling me there was another flat tire. You see we milk at 7:00 a.m & 7:00 p.m.

I would definitely recommend these tires to other farmers. They make life much more convenient for me.”

~ Richard Eaton & David DeGroote

Use and Wear
• Avg. Hours Skid Steer Works/Year: 4.75 hrs per day/365 days a year - 1750 hours
• Operation also handles waste management: Motts - Picking up apples, leaves, with nails in it.
• Number of Skid Steers used: Three - 2 - Mustangs / 1 Deere
• Tires used before switching to Solid FLex: Regular Pneumatic Tires
• Operating Costs - One problem a week between flats and rim damage. Annual tire /rim expenses at $2500.00 prior to Solid Flex.

Use and Wear
• Avg. Hours Skid Steer Works/Year: 4 hrs per day/365 days a year - 1500 hours
• Operation also handles waste management: Motts - Picking up apples, leaves, with nails in it.
• Type of Skid Steers used: Two - Both Bobcats - Bobcat 773, Bobcat S170
• Tires used before switching to Solid FLex: Regular Pneumatic & Pneumatic Foam Filled
• Operating Costs - Paid $1200 for the set of foam filled and they didn’t last any longer than the pneumatic tires without fill. And, he had to hassle with the fill.
• Average number of tire sets used per year, per machine prior to Solid FLex: 4 Sets per Year.
# Brawler Solid Flex

## Compare for Yourself

### Trust Brawler Tires For Premium Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Tread Depth (in.)</th>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Customer Benefit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical Pneumatic Tire</td>
<td>19/32nd's to 24/32nd's</td>
<td>STANDARD Skid Steer R-4 Compound</td>
<td>Reduces the headaches, expenses and downtime associated with pneumatic and foam-filled pneumatic tires.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brawler Solid Flex Tire</td>
<td>77/32nd's</td>
<td>TFT Mining Compound</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Solid Flex Tread Profile

- **Tread Depth (in.)**
  - 2.4 inches
  - 77/32nd's

### Typical Pneumatic Tread Profile

- **Tread Depth (in.)**
  - .59 inches to .75 inches
  - 19/32nd's to 24/32nd's

---

**Brawler Solid Flex**

Engineered to handle the toughest demands

*SOLID FLEX TIRES TYPICALLY OUTLAST BIAS PLY PNEUMATIC TIRES BY A MARGIN OF 5 TO 1.*

*Estimated wear is not a performance guarantee. Hours will vary based on applications and conditions.

See the Brawler Solid Flex tires at your New Holland Ag dealer!
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